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Exquisite calendar books

Calendar books such as
OWSpace Calendar Book,
The Forbidden City Calendar
Book and Species Calendar
Book are selling well in
bookstores around Wuhan for
the new year.
The 2018 Forbidden
City Calendar Book, for
example, focuses on the
theme
"Auspicious and Mythical

Beasts." It collects pictures of
numerous cultural relics and
works of art depicting
auspicious and mythical beasts.
People's Literature
Publishing House also
published a calendar product
— the 2018 Calendar Book
of Chinese Poems. "We've
printed 20,000 copies, and so
far there are only a few
copies left," revealed the

People's Literature Publishing
House.
The market has seen the
function of calendar books
change in recent years —
from original time markers
and notepads to modern gifts
or cultural products. "The
calendars have become an
important cultural icon in
modern life," said publisher An
Zhenyu.

Hubei Museum of Classic Books opens
Located on the fifth floor of
the Hubei Provincial Library, the
Hubei Museum of Classic Books
opened to the public on
December 26, 2017. The
museum's first exhibition,
"Treasures of Hubei — an
Exhibition of Precious Classic
Books" was launched on the
same day.

Altogether 60 volumes of
classic books were displayed in
chronological order at the
exhibition. Among them, the
incomplete The Avatamsaka
Sūtra (or Flower Garland Sutra)
was shown to the public for the
first time. This book was
purchased by the Hubei
Provincial Library in 2015. It is
the only copy from the
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A creative night tour on
"Zhiyin" Cruise

The "Zhiyin" Cruise, a unique
theatrical cruise that reproduces old
scenes from the early 20th century of
Hankou, recently launched a new
program "People's Paradise." The
program restores Wuhan's forms of
entertainments from the 1930s.
People's Paradise was one of the
important cultural landmarks of old
Hankou about 100 years ago. Open
for business in 1919, it was the
largest leisure complex in Wuhan at
the time, offering a variety of
entertainment activities such as Beijing
Opera, Han Opera, mime and magic
shows, vaudeville, and movies. Top
opera artists, such as Tan Xinpei and
Mei Lanfang, came to perform at
People's Paradise.
Besides reproducing all the
entertainment activities of old
Hankou's People's Paradise, "Zhiyin"
Cruise also initiated its first cosplay
show. Tourists can don early 20thcentury clothes and become actors in
the live night show, playing any one
of the 13 roles, including an opera
artist, a newsboy, or a rickshaw puller.

Three Hubei operas debut in
3rd China Opera Festival

Northern Song Dynasty and has
a history of about 1,000 years.
The Hubei Museum of
Classic Books is a 5,000square-meter library affiliated
with the Hubei Provincial
Library. It currently consists of
three areas: the exhibition, the
interactive, and the reading
areas.
The exhibition area

showcases original copies of
valuable classic books and repair
tools used in book restoration ；
the interactive area invites
visitors to observe the process of
repairing ancient books and
rubbing inscriptions on tablets;
the reading area provides
readers with resources such as
ancient books, digital microreproductions and genograms.

Red Guards on Honghu Lake by
the Hubei Opera and Dance Theater
opened in the Xuzhou Grand Theater
on December 27, 2017 during the
3rd China Opera Festival.
This festival is the highest-level
art exchange event in the field of
Chinese opera. This year, three opera
works from Hubei Province were
selected for the festival.
In addition to the classic Red
Guards on Honghu Lake, the two
other works selected are King Zhuang
of Chu, also presented by Hubei
Opera and Dance Theater, and Love
Makes Home, produced by Jingzhou
Nine Culture Media Co. Ltd, a county
opera troupe.

